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Volume 1 / Issue 1 / October 31, 2014 

LETTER FROM STARTALK 2014 DIRECTOR 

On behalf of “STARTALK: Let the World Be Filled with Love” and 
The New Century School we would like to thank you again for an 
amazing STARTALK summer. We are so pleased to see many of the 
bright STARTALK students’ faces during our academic school year! 
Many of you have expressed your enthusiasm for this past 
summer’s Chinese immersion program and we have all grown from 
this experience—teachers and students. A big thank you from all of 
us here at TNCS and the STARTALK program. None of this is 
possible without you all and the enormous support you have given 
us! It is along this same line that we are excited to announce we are 
applying for a STARTALK program in the summer of 2015. 

If STARTALK Central gives us two thumbs up (fingers crossed!) the 
new program will begin on July 6th and the last day of instruction 
will be July 24th. Our new theme for this year will be “STARTALK: 
Chine in Baltimore.” We are hoping to see a lot of familiar faces 
from last year’s program along with some new friends!  Returning 
student participants from the Summer 2014 will have a priority 
enrollment window; dates to be announced. 

As part of the StarTalk Mission, we want to encourage you to 
support the hard work your student did this summer by using the 
tools provided in our Startalk continuing education newsletter:  
Start Talking!   

Zhihong Xie 

Startalk Director & Head of the Chinese Department at TNCS 

 

 

STARTALK’s mission is to increase the number of Americans learning, 
speaking, and teaching critical-need foreign languages by offering 
students (K–16) and teachers of these languages creative and 
engaging summer experiences that strive to exemplify best practices 
in language education and in language teacher development, forming 
an extensive community of practice that seeks continuous 
improvement in such criteria as outcomes-driven program design, 
standards-based curriculum planning, learner-centered approaches, 
excellence in selection and development of materials, and meaningful 
assessment of outcomes. 

For more information visit startalk.umd.edu 

 

Summer 2014 StarTalk@TNCS Staff (L to R):  
Yuan Laoshi, Li Laoshi, Lin Laoshi, Xie Laoshi, 
Lu Laoshi, Liang Laoshi, and Chen Laoshi. 

 

PLAN FOR SUMMER 2015 

The grant proposal for next summer’s 
program has been submitted.  If our 
program is funded, it will run 

July 6 – July 24, 2015 

We will notify summer 2014 
participants in late February as that is 
when the decision will be made.   
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CONTINUTING CHINESE EDUCATION 

In addition to our student centered classroom teaching, we will be 

adding more technology into the summer 2015 curriculum. In order to 

begin this effort to our students and parents we will be introducing a 

new piece of software, application, website, or video in each of our 

newsletters. Each of these technology tidbits will provide more insight 

into Chinese language and culture and help with the acquisition of the 

language. Our first two technology pieces we will be introducing are 

Pleco and MDBG. Both of these are Chinese dictionaries.  

Pleco is an App for Android and iPhone; the app itself is free, but also 

has a paid portion which offers many more options. MDBG is an online 

Chinese dictionary, www.mdbg.net, and offers a huge library of 

Chinese words that can be searched for in various ways.  

Since we want our STARTALK students to continue studying Chinese 

outside of our summer program we are providing a Chinese story, 

along with an idiom, in each of newsletters. The first of our stories is 

Xiǎ o Mǎ  Guò Hé, The Little Horse Crosses the River. Use either Pleco 

or MDBG to look up the characters of these stories.  What a great way 

to continue practicing Chinese! We encourage students AND parents to 

work through these stories together. Who said STARTALK was only for 

your kids?!  

Happy Learning and心 想 事 成 ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Us 

The New Century School 

724 South Ann Street 

Baltimore, MD 21231 

410.929.4116 

startalk@thenewcenturyschool.com 

www.thenewcenturyschool.com 

 

CHINESE APPS 

Every issue we will feature a new 

educational app so your child can 

continue having fun while learning 

Mandarin Chinese.  This month, we 

recommend the excellent Chinese 

dictionary app Pleco 

https://www.pleco.com/ 

The basic app is free with in-app 

purchases offered.  Available for iOS 

and Android. 

http://www.mdbg.net/
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MANDARIN CHINESE CHILDREN’S STORY  

 

小马过河   /  Xiǎ o Mǎ   Guò  Hé    /    The Little Horse Crosses the River  

小马过河 

小马要过河， 

可是小马不知道河水有多深。 

小马问老牛： 

老牛，老牛，河水深不深？ 

老牛回答：河水不深，才到我的膝盖。 

小马又问松鼠： 

松鼠，松鼠，河水深不深呢？ 

松鼠回答：哎呀，河水太深了！你不要过河水，你会淹死的。 

为什么他们的回答不一样？ 

 

Xiǎo Mǎ Guò Hé     

Xiǎ o mǎ  yào guò hé,   

Kěshì xiăo mǎ  bù zhīdào héshuǐ  yǒ u duō shēn. 

Xiǎ o mǎ  wèn lǎ o niú:     

Lǎ o niú, lǎ o niú, héshuǐ  shēn bù shēn?  

Lǎ o niú huídá: héshuǐ  bù shēn, cài dào wǒ  de xīgài.  

Xiǎ o mǎ  yòu wèn sōngshǔ :  

Sōngshǔ , sōngshǔ , héshuǐ  shēn bù shēn ne?  

Sōngshǔ  huídá: àiyá, héshuǐ  tài shēn le. Nǐ  bú yào guò hé, nǐ  huì yānsǐ  de.  

Wèishénme tāmén de huídá bù yīyàng?  

HINT: Remember to use the Chinese dictionaries recommended on page 2 to translate this story!  We would love to 

receive your hand written translations plus an illustration of the story.  Mail to The New Century School, ATTN: Startalk. 
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中文 成语  CHINESE IDIOM 

Chinese Idioms or Chéngyǔ  are a crucial part of Chinese culture. Most Chéngyǔ  are four-character sentences whose 

individual characters may not make sense without explanation; every Chéngyǔ  has an accompanying story. Chéngyǔ  

were widely used in Classical Chinese (over 1,000 years ago!) and are still common in vernacular Chinese writing and 

spoken language today. There are over 5,000 Chéngyǔ  that are used in China today, but some dictionaries list as many as 

20,000! If you really want to prove your Chinese fluency trying throwing a Chéngyǔ  into your conversation and watch as 

native Chinese speakers’ eyes’ widen in amazement!  

Our first Chéngyǔ  is: 

    心想事成 

Xīn xiǎng shì chéng  

 

The direct translation of this Chéngyǔ  is: 

xīn – Heart 

xiǎ ng - to desire/to want 

 shì - matter/thing/affair 

chéng - to become/to accomplish  

 

The meaning of this Chéngyǔ  is: 

To have all ones wishes/desires come true. 

 

HINT: Your student (and you!) can practice not only saying but also writing this idiom by printing out as many copies of 

page 5 of this newletter as you would like.  Have fun with it!  Try using different color pencils or pens.  Maybe even try 

using a Chinese calligraphy brush.  Don’t worry about making mistakes!  Just keep practicing.    

 

 

Since all good things must come to an end, we will end our first issue of Start Talking. 

Here’s to wishing all your wishes do come true! 
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